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The Pioneer DJ HDJ-CUE1BT is the extended version of
the popular entry-level DJ headphones CUE1. All the
advantages of the original model are retained. In
addition, you get a Bluetooth functionality on top of it,
which allows wireless music enjoyment.

The Pioneer DJ HDJ-CUE1BT is the extended version of the popular entry-level DJ headphones CUE1. All the
advantages of the original model are retained. In addition, you get a Bluetooth functionality on top of it, which allows
wireless music enjoyment.

Simply pair the device via Bluetooth and enjoy music wirelessly. With the integrated microphone, you can also take
and make calls, and with the push of a button you can adjust the volume directly on the headphones.

But also as pure DJ headphones the Bluetooth version cuts a good figure. Just connect the included cable and you get
a real DJ headphone for gigs and performances. So that everything sounds official, the same 40mm drivers as the
predecessor model HDJ-X5 are installed. Ideal for modern electronic music of all genres with bass-driven and rich
sound.

Brilliant sound quality
With the all-new HDJ-CUE1BT, you'll enjoy your tracks in the best sound quality - whether you're spinning or just
consuming music. This is made possible by the dynamic drivers from the HDJ-X5, which enjoy great popularity. Clear
basses, emphasized mids and soft highs. Experience your music anew.

Robustly built
The headphones are built to withstand the rigors of everyday DJ life. All moving parts have passed Pioneer's rigorous
durability tests. Extra-b metal slides in the headband provide increased reliability.

Bluetooth on board
Thanks to Bluetooth you can listen to music wirelessly without being tied to a cable. With the built-in microphone you
can even talk via Bluetooth. Should you have a gig and need exact monitoring, you can simply plug in the included
cable and get a full-fledged DJ headphone.
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Comfortable and portable
These headphones are designed to fit. The ear cups can be rotated 90 degrees and also fold up. Ideal for easy
transport and precise mixing - the style is determined by YOU and not by the limitations of the headphones.

    •  DJ and consumer headphones with excellent price/performance ratio
    •  Bluetooth functionality for mobile music enjoyment
    •  Integrated microphone for voice calls
    •  Volume adjustable directly on the headphones
    •  40mm driver as with predecessor HDJ-X5
    •  Optimized for low frequencies and modern electronic music
    •  High quality playback of music of all genres
    •  High wearing comfort of headband and ear pads - also suitable for longer sessions
    •  Robust construction - reinforced metal rails in the bracket
    •  Foldable earcups for easy transport
    •  90 degree swivel mechanism of the ear cups for easy pre-listening

Specificaties

Product attributen

EAN: 4573201242037

Fabrieksnummer: HDJ-CUE1BT-K/XEGWL

Productgewicht: 0.25 kilograms

Pieces per master carton: 10 Piece
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